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Abstract: The overall ePassport authentication procedure should be fast to have a
sufficient throughput of people at border crossings such as airports. At the same time,
the ePassport and its holder should be checked as thoroughly as possible. By speeding
up the ePassport authentication procedure, more time can be spend on verification of
biometrics. We demonstrate that our proposed solution allows to replace the current
combination of PACE and EAC with a more efficient authentication procedure that
provides even better security and privacy guarantees. When abstracting away from
the time needed for the ePassport to verify the terminal’s certificate, a speed-up of at
least 40% in comparison with the current ePassport authentication procedure is to be
expected.

1 Introduction

Part of the ePassport authentication is run on an RFID chip contained within the ePassport.

This means that when designing ePassport authentication protocols, one needs to take into

account efficiency and cost constraints on the chip side. At the same time, the overall

ePassport authentication procedure, including the verification of biometrics of the ePass-

port holder, should ideally take less than ten seconds to reach a sufficient throughput of

people at border crossing such as airports, without compromising on security. Therefore it

is important, that newly proposed solutions are at least as efficient as the current solution

when providing improved security features or more efficient when providing at least the

current security features. Additionally, to keep the cost low, the newly proposed solutions

should also be able to run on the currently available hardware.

Recently a couple of ePassport authentication improvements were proposed. Bender et al.

[BFK13] proposed to combine password authenticated connection establishment (PACE)1

with active authentication (AA), which results in a cost reduction on the tag side by one el-

liptic curve multiplication: 6 elliptic curve multiplications instead of a total of 7 for PACE

and AA separately. However, this improvement only applies to the version of PACE with

the generic mapping and not to the version with the integrated mapping, where the total

for PACE and AA separately would be 4 elliptic curve multiplications. Buchmann et al.

[BPBP13] propose an improved BioPACE protocol where the ePassport holder’s biomet-

rics are used in combination with a biometric template protection scheme as input for

PACE instead of the ePassport’s Machine Readable Zone (MRZ). This bypasses the need

for extended access control (EAC) which is aimed at limiting access to the sensitive data

1An overview of these protocols is given in Sect. 2
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stored on the ePassport such as biometrics. Note that this improved BioPACE protocol

does not provide protection against chip cloning and as such requires either AA or chip

authentication to take place afterwards. Additionally, it has as drawback that an active ad-

versary with access to the ePassport could use it to derive information about the biometrics

of the ePassport holder.

When verifying a European ePassport, one needs to make a distinction between two situ-

ations:

1. The verifier wants access to the sensitive data stored on the ePassport, which are

protected by extended access control such as biometrics (fingerprints, iris); there

is support on the verifying terminal for EAC; and the ePassport’s issuing country

granted the inspection systems of the verifying country access to the sensitive data

protected by EAC.

2. The verifier does not want access to the protected biometric data; there is no support

on the verifying terminal for EAC; or the ePassport’s issuing country did not grant

inspections systems of the verifying country access to data protected by EAC.

Our proposal only applies to the former situation and hence we will only discuss this

situation throughout the paper. To handle the latter situation, ePassports will still need to

support basic access control (BAC)/PACE to read out basic information that is stored on

the ePassport, passive authentication to ensure the authenticity of the read-out data, and

active authentication/chip authentication to protect against chip cloning.

Concretely, our contributions are as follows:

• In Sect. 2, we give an overview of the current ePassport authentication procedure

and its properties in terms of security and privacy.

• We propose to replace the current combination of PACE and EAC protocols with

a more efficient authentication procedure that relies on a single authentication pro-

tocol in Sect. 3. For the underlying authentication we choose on widely studied

SIGMA-I protocol [Kra03] and proposed a new protocol IBIHOP+, which builds

upon the IBIHOP protocol [PHF13]. Both protocols can be realized on the current

ePassport chips.

• In Sect. 4 we evaluate our proposed solution for the two protocols and compare

these with the current ePassport authentication solution in terms of security, privacy,

efficiency and implementation considerations. We show that both our proposed so-

lution achieves better security and privacy properties and moreover is more efficient

in the number of communication rounds. For the newly proposed IBIHOP+ we

additionally show a reduction in the number of computations at the chip side.
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2 Current Situation

Current European biometric-enabled ePassports allow access to basic information to termi-

nals to successfully complete the PACE protocol [BSI10] with the chip. To be compliant

with International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) regulations, there is also support

for the weaker BAC protocol [ICA06] that also allows access to this basic data. However,

BAC is expected to be replaced by the PACE-based supplemental access control (SAC)

protocol by 2018 [ICA13]. For access to the sensitive data, such as biometrics, European

ePassports require EAC2. These implement EAC version 1 [BSI10], which consists of first

chip authentication and then terminal authentication and requires passive authentication

to have taken place before chip authentication. Figure 1 depicts the current European

ePassport authentication process, where PACE takes place first and is followed later on by

EAC.

Figure 1: Current ePassport authentication procedure.

PACE provides forward secure key agreement based on a shared key between the ePassport

and the terminal, e.g., the MRZ of the ePassport. This agreed key will be used for setting

up a secure communication channel. Over this secure communication channel, the basic

information of the ePassport is read out. There exist two versions of PACE, because the

designers also considered the cost of implementation. The first version of PACE uses a

so-called generic mapping and relies on two consecutive Diffie-Hellman key exchanges.

The second makes use of an integrated mapping for which the first Diffie-Hellman key

exchange is replaced by a symmetric-key cryptographic solution, reducing the number of

costly elliptic curve operations by 2 elliptic curve multiplications. Note that the security

evaluation of PACE given by Bender et al. [BFK09] only applies to the version with

generic mapping.

2This is mandatory cfr. European Commission Decision C(2006) 2909 of 28 June 2006.
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Over this secure authentication channel, we continue the ePassport authentication process.

Performing passive authentication (verifying the read out basic data) is mandatory before

chip authentication can take place. After chip authentication, secure communication is

restarted and finally terminal authentication is performed. Upon the chip accepting the

terminal, the sensitive data can be communicated to the terminal.

Properties

We will define the security and privacy properties on the RFID chip in accordance with the

latest RFID privacy model by Hermans et al. [HPP14]. This model builds further upon the

generally accepted RFID privacy model of Hermans et al. [HPVP11], with added support

for multiple readers and two new attacker classes to cover insider attacks. To fulfill the

same requirements as the combination of PACE and EAC, one needs to provide at least:

• Wide-destructive privacy [HPP14]: for an adversary with the power to modify the

exchanged messages between ePassports and a terminal, with full control over an

ePassport of his own, and able to observe the outcome (success or failure), it should

be hard, when not knowing a unique identifier of the ePassport under attack such

as the MRZ when the messages are exchanged, to link a protocol run to a specific

ePassport. This is similar to resistance against offline guessing property of PACE,

with the difference that we now also allow active attacks.

• Extended soundness [HPP14]: the ePassport should be able to securely authenticate

to a terminal without leaking information to the terminal that would allow the ter-

minal to authenticate to another terminal as being the ePassport. This is referred to

as protection against chip cloning, which is both provided by chip authentication as

active authentication.

• Extended soundness for terminal authentication: similar to extended soundness but

specific for terminal authentication.

• Mutual authentication: chip and terminal authentication should be linked together.

• Key agreement with forward secrecy: to securely exchange subsequent data between

ePassport and terminal, which will remain confidential even when the private key of

the terminal leaks at some point in the future.

Of lesser importance (as discussed in Sect. 4), the current combination of PACE and EAC

also provides:

• Preventing challenge semantics because the transcripts produced by the protocol are

non-transferable (EAC).

• Verification that the terminal has physical access to the ePassport’s data page (PACE).
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3 Proposed Solution

Instead of bootstrapping from a low entropy value printed on the ePassport, e.g., MRZ, we

propose to directly use a strong mutual authentication protocol. To safeguard the citizen’s

privacy, strong terminal authentication should take place first. Then, after the ePassport

verifies the terminal’s authentication, the ePassport will authenticate privately to this termi-

nal. We selected two efficient protocols that follow this pattern, namely Sigma-I [Kra03]

and IBIHOP [PHF13], which will be discussed in more detail below. Both protocols can

be implement on the current ePassports’ chips3.

Please note that terminal authentication in itself is not enough, the ePassport also needs to

be ensured that the terminal is authorized by the issuing country to read out the (sensitive)

data. To this end, the terminal will first need to get the issuing country from the MRZ

and then provide the correct terminal certificate, as is the case for terminal authentication

as specified by BSI [BSI10]. After the terminal certificate has been verified, one of the

two following protocols is run, where the ePassport takes the public key of the terminal

from the validated terminal certificate. Likewise, the terminal needs to be sure that the

public key of the ePassport is certified by the ePassport’s issuing country. Therefore,

passive authentication will take place after one of the two protocols has been successfully

executed. The general ePassport authentication procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Alternative ePassport authentication procedure.

3.1 Sigma-I

Krawczyk [Kra03] proposed several Sigma protocols of which Sigma-I is of particular

interest. This protocol, which is depicted in Fig. 3, allows the ePassport to only send out

his identifiable information after having authenticated the terminal. As already suggested

by Krawczyk, we use an authenticated encryption scheme to optimize the protocol. We

selected Schnorr’s signature scheme [Sch91] because of its security and high efficiency.

Generating a signature takes one elliptic curve multiplication, while verifying takes two

elliptic curve multiplications and one elliptic curve addition.

3Authenticated encryption call always be implemented by using a generic Encrypt-then-MAC

construction[BN00].
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keypair: x, X = xP

ePassport

keypair: y, Y = yP

Terminal

a ∈R Z
∗

ℓ

A = aP

b ∈R Z
∗

ℓ

K = KDF(bA)

B = bP, IV, α = AEK,IV

`

Y,SIGy (A, B)
´

K = KDF(aB)
Y, σ ← ADK,IV

`

α
´

!VERY (σ, (A, B))? ⊥

IV ′, β = AEK,IV ′

`

X, SIGx (A, B)
´

IV ′ ≤ IV ? ⊥

X, σ′ ← ADK,IV ′

`

β
´

!VERX

`

σ′, (A, B)
´

? ⊥

Figure 3: The Sigma-I protocol [Kra03].

3.2 IBIHOP

Peeters et al. [PHF13] proposed IBIHOP, which is depicted in Fig. 4. It is important to

mention that one of this protocol’s design goals was to be very space-efficient (minimal

circuit area) on RFID tags, hence it does not make use of hash functions or authenticated

encryption and only used the x-coordinates of points on the elliptic curve. This protocol

provides wide-strong ePassport privacy and tag-first mutual authentication with extended

soundness for both ePassport as terminal authentication. The protocol’s high efficiency

is due to the fact that it is designed for efficient mutual authentication and not for key

agreement. Even though mutual authentication implies key agreement, both parties can

easily derive a key K = KDF(e, yR = rY, X), this does not provide forward security.

An adversary obtaining the private key of the terminal y, can reconstruct this key for

any past exchange of messages between an ePassport and the terminal. Given Ri, fi, si

and y, the key Ki can be reconstructed as follows: let ei = fi − [yRi]x and Ki =
KDF(ei, yRi, e

−1
i (siP − Ri)).

We propose a new variant of the IBIHOP protocol, IBIHOP+ (see Fig. 5), to also include

forward secure key agreement. For forward key agreement, we introduce a full Diffie-

Hellman key agreement with fresh randomness provided by the two parties, resulting in

one more elliptic curve multiplication. By introducing a hash function (which is already

implemented on the ePassport chip and hence does not result in additional required circuit

area), we will try to keep IBIHOP’s original efficiency in number of operations on the

elliptic curve: as such we will explicitly bind e and R1 together with the authentication of

the terminal at negligible cost. This makes that the first half of the security proof (mutual

authentication), based on matching conversations until the third message still holds. Only

the last message will be sent over an authenticated channel, in order to prevent an adversary
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to uniquely identify the ePassport later on, in the event the terminal’s private key gets

compromised. For the security proof, an adversary could be given access to K without it

gaining any advantage towards breaking the security game. As such, the second part of

the original security proof also holds. Similarly, the original proof for wide-strong privacy

holds, when allowing the adversary access to K.

keypair: x, X = xP

ePassport

keypair: y, Y = yP

Terminal

e ∈R Z
∗

ℓ

[E]
x

=
ˆ

e−1P
˜

x

r ∈R Z
∗

ℓ

[R]
x

= [rP ]
x

f = [yR]
x

+ e

e = f − [rY ]x

eE
?
= P

s = ex + r

Ẋ = e−1(sP − R)
?

∈ DB

Figure 4: The IBIHOP protocol [PHF13].

keypair: x, X = xP

ePassport

keypair: y, Y = yP

Terminal

e, r1 ∈R Z
∗

ℓ

c = H(e, R1), R1 = r1P

r2 ∈R Z
∗

ℓ

R2 = r2P

f = [yR2]x + e

e = f − [r2Y ]x

H(e, R1)
?
= c

K = KDF(r2R1) K = KDF(r1R2)

IV, α = AEK,IV

`

s = ex + r2

´

s = ADK,IV

`

α
´

Ẋ = e−1(sP −R2)

Figure 5: IBIHOP+ : our proposed IBIHOP variant with forward-secure key agreement.
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4 Evaluation

4.1 Security and Privacy

Both proposed protocols (SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+) are proven to be wide-strong private,

as opposed to PACE’s attributed wide-destructive privacy4. Wide-strong private is the

strongest privacy property which means that even when the adversary has all secret infor-

mation stored on the chip, it will still not be able to tell a future protocol run of this chip

apart from any other valid protocol run. Hence it is hard (in the security parameter ℓ of the

used underlying curves) to trace even a single ePassport.

When also considering active attacks, the effective privacy offered by PACE is depending

on the entropy h of the passwords used as its input, which is typically the machine readable

zone (MRZ) of the passport. According to ICAO [ICA06] the maximum entropy provided

by a MRZ for a ePassport with 10 year validity is 56 bit. However, it has been shown that

the entropy can be reduced further for among others Belgian [AKQ08] ePassports: 38 bit,

23 bit when the date of birth is known; Dutch [HHJ+08] ePassports: 50 bit, 41 bit when the

age can be guessed correctly within a 5 year interval; and German [CLRPS07] ePassports:

40 bit. Note that it is easy to mount active attacks against ePassports since PACE does not

provide reader authentication. A successful attack, with probability of at least 1/256, will

give the adversary access to the basic information, stored on the ePassport, that uniquely

identifies the citizen. However, it remains impossible to read the sensitive information

contained within the ePassport due the security of extended access control mechanism.

Both SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+ provide reader-first mutual authentication with strong ePass-

port and strong terminal authentication, where no identifiable information of the tag is

shared before the reader strongly authenticated to the tag. As discussed in [PHF13], this is

both an advantage for tag privacy and security, since the adversary is limited by not being

able to send arbitrary formatted messages to the tag, only messages from a genuine reader

will be accepted. The order in which mutual authentication takes place has also an effect

on the need to prevent challenge semantics, as already informatively argued in [BSI10].

By having the reader authenticate first, the worst case scenario in which challenge seman-

tics are not restricted to authorized terminal is avoided. However, if one is to insist on

avoiding challenge semantics, only IBIHOP+ remains. The authentication in IBIHOP+ is

not transferable since a terminal with private key y can always generate a valid transcript

for an ePassport with a given public key X as follows:

• Pick the values e and s at random in Zℓ.

• Compute R2 as sP − eX .

When considering the influence of compromise of the ePassport or the terminal on prior

communications, the forward secrecy property of the key agreement is important. For the

combination PACE + EAC, both PACE and chip authentication provide forward secrecy.

4PACE is definitely not wide-strong private, since an active attacker can always see if a protocol run corre-

sponds with a given secret.
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SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+ also provides forward secrecy. All these protocols prevent that

an adversary can read the exchanged information or even identify ePassports used with

this terminal, prior to compromise. After compromise of a terminal that is still authorized,

the PACE protocol ensures that the data on the ePassport are better protected, because the

terminal needs the password on the printed passport in order to be able to access the in-

formation the ePassport (and hence cannot read out any closed ePassport book). However,

the proposed protocols can easily be adapted to provide similar protection by adding an

extra round of communication in the end, where the terminal sends the read-out password

over the secure connection. The chip then verifies the received password before allowing

access to the data on the ePassport. By transferring the password after private mutual au-

thentication took place, over the freshly established secure channel, we avoid weakening

the privacy guarantees towards third parties given by the proposed protocols.

Table 1 gives an overview of the achieved security and privacy properties, as defined in

Sect. 2, for the different ePassport authentication solutions.

Table 1: Security and privacy of different ePassport authentication solutions.

PACE + EAC SIGMA-I IBIHOP+

Privacy (tracebility) wide-destructive (1h) wide-strong (1ℓ) wide-strong (1ℓ)

Privacy (data) basic info (1h) basic info (1ℓ) basic info (1ℓ)

sensitive info (1ℓ) sensitive info (1ℓ) sensitive info (1ℓ)

Extended soundness

ePassport yes yes yes

terminal yes yes yes

Mutual authentication tag-first reader-first reader-first

Key agreement forward secrecy forward secrecy forward secrecy

Prevent challenge yes no, but limited to yes

semantics authorized terminals

Verify physical yes optional, + 1 round optional, + 1 round

access terminal of communication of communication

(1h) in the password entropy (1ℓ) in the security parameter

4.2 Efficiency

This comparison in Table 2 does not take into account passive authentication and the fetch-

ing and verifying of the terminal certificate (part of terminal authentication for EAC, ter-

minal certificate validation for the proposed alternatives), which are needed in all cases.

Computation-wise, only the more involved public key cryptographic operations are con-

sidered, while the less involved symmetric key cryptographic operations are neglected5.

Our alternative solution, for both proposed authentication protocols, requires significantly

less rounds of communication in comparison with PACE and EAC. Moreover, IBIHOP+

also requires fewer elliptic curve operations. We assume that the possible slight overhead

5If one were to count the symmetric operations for the combination of PACE and EAC, one also needs to take

into account the additional operations needed to send data over a secure communication channel.
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in computations on the terminal for our proposed alternative solution will not play a big

part as terminals are expected to be fundamentally more powerful than the chip inside

ePassports. Depending on the cost of communication versus computation on the chip, the

expected speed-up will be at least 40 % (only taking computation into account) when using

IBIHOP+ instead of the combination of PACE and EAC.

Table 2: Efficiency of different ePassport authentication solutions.

PACE + EAC SIGMA-I IBIHOP+

ePassport computation 5 (+2)∗ ECmul 5 ECmul 3 ECmul

1 ECadd 1 ECadd

Terminal computation 5 (+2)∗ ECmul 5 ECmul 5 ECmul

1 ECadd 1 ECadd

Rounds of communication 9 2 (+1)∗∗ 2 (+1)∗∗

∗ When using PACE with the generic mapping. ∗∗ For similar privacy protection as

provided by PACE against compromised, but still authorized terminals.

4.3 Implementation Considerations

While all protocols can be run on the hardware as provided by the chips in current ePass-

ports, one must also take into account the overhead for a secure implementation. The

resulting chip implementation should be able to resist side-channel and fault injections

attacks. In general, SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+ are better protected against these attacks be-

cause the adversary cannot send arbitrary messages to the chip. For the combination of

PACE and EAC, an adversary with access to the ePassport can always successfully per-

form PACE. In chip authentication that follows after PACE, the adversary can provide any

value (as long as it is a valid point on the curve) to which the chip will apply its secret by

elliptic curve multiplication. Furthermore, for the proposed authentication protocols, the

chip will only apply its secret to the value that is coming from a genuine and authorized

terminal in the scalar domain, which is easier to protect against information leakage.

As an additional benefit the descriptions of the both SIGMA-I and IBIHOP+ are less com-

plex (fewer rounds of communication, no need to restart secure communication ...), allow-

ing for a clearer security and privacy assessment and leaving less room for implementation

errors.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed an alternative for the current combination of PACE and EAC,

needed to authenticate European ePassports and read out all data. For our alternative, we

proposed two possible authentication protocols that can both run on the hardware as pro-

vided by current ePassports. We showed that for each of these protocols, the proposed
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alternative achieves better security and privacy properties, while also improving the per-

formance. This means that now during ePassport authentication more time can be spent

on thoroughly verifying the biometrics stored within the ePassport.

From the two protocols, our new protocol IBIHOP+ is the clear winner, requiring only

three elliptic curve multiplications on the tag side and two rounds of communication. By

using IBIHOP+ instead of the current combination PACE + EAC, when abstracting away

from the time needed for the ePassport to verify the terminal’s certificate, a speed-up of

at least 40% is expected for the mutual authentication procedure between the chip and

terminal.
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